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•Butterworth Band pass Filter 

(Cutoff: 1Hz-40hz) is used to remove 

noises

•The ECG signals are aligned by R peak 

position centered at R by window size of 

0.8 .

•Analytical features

•(Distance & Amplitude) are 

easier to extract.

•Appearance features 

(Covariant Matrix) are 

extracted to do secondary 

classification.

•Analytical features are used for 

first level classification.

•For one subject , decision 

module provides the subject 

identification message.

•For Few different subjects new 

PCA based classification module 

is used for potential subjects.
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•Target is to implement a security system using human ECG patterns in a 

reliable manner.

•Locking files and confidential data that can not be retrieved without  ECG 

signal attributes of locker.

•Transmission of ECG signals for controlling wearable devices remotely.

•Identification using fingerprint and retina scan  can be spoofed

•ECG signals can not be spoofed without particular person being present  

on the spot.

•Identification by analyzing ECG signals  can lead to more reliable 

identification process.

Problem Specification Objective

Motivation

•Growing concern of cyber security has evolved  identification using physical 

properties.

•Very few of the proposed systems are efficient  with high installation cost.

•ECG signal based identification is portable and require low cost.

Methodologies

Outcome Conclusion

•Appearance based features can successfully capture the 

characteristics of EGG signal of different human subjects.

•The combination of analytic and appearance attributes

provides better representation and thus higher accuracy.

•Proposed hierarchical classification schemes reduce a large class 

problem into small class problem and  hence improve the overall 

system performance significantly 

•A simple data fusion scheme is also possible  which puts the 

extracted features in a single vector.

•Using LDA , K-MN as classifiers for heartbit recognition system it is 

possible to gain over 96.5 % accuracy

•Though pattern recognition algorithms like LDA , PCA can recognize 

human identification but they can not accurately identify over long 

sessions.

•Since human ECG signals change due to circumstances and 

physical movements it is a challenge to ensure a satisfactory 

throughput from identification system.

•ECG has many analytical and appearance parameters but keeping 

all of them for pattern recognition yields redundant storage and 

computation cost.

•ECG identification can be extended for social network of doctors , 

physicians and patients for more reliable health monitoring system.


